
HARDEMAN 
COUNTY SCHOOLS 
"Preparing for the Future, One Child at a Time" 

Bobby Doyle ~ Interim Director of Schools 

Eighth Grade Remote Learning Optional Academic Resources 
Spring 2020 

Dear Student and Parents, 

We miss you so much and wish we could have spent more time with you this spring, 
especially those fun days at the end of the year that we all look forward to each year. This 
year is different and we know that it will not be forgotten for a long time. We have put together 
some things for you to stay as connected to school as possible for these next few weeks. 

There are some digital resources available on the website. Check out www.hcsedu.org for a 
full listing of links to learning websites. In addition, don't forget to check out myON, and 
Homework Hotline. There are great lessons available on the TN Department of Education 
YouTube channel. 

www.hcsedu.org 
Keep reading those books and thinking about math. Enjoy this time with your family and stay 
active with your learning and physical fitness. 

myON has provided FREE access to their online library for all Hardeman County students. 
Login information is on the district website or you can contact the school principal or librarian 
via email. The link is: https://www.myon.com/school/hardemancountyreads 

Homework Hotline Information: 
Hotline remains committed to providing academic support for all K-12 stud(>nts in TN 

Ce1t1l1ec1 t t•achers will be available 

Mondays-Thursdays. 2pm-6pm CST' 

'while schools remam c:osed 

615-298-6636 or 901-416-1234 

We miss you very muchf Stay safe and healthy! 

https://www.myon.com/school/hardemancountyreads
http:www.hcsedu.org
http:www.hcsedu.org


The website has games, information, and learning activities under Academic 
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Hardeman Connty Schools will use this space for COVI0-19 updates and alternate 
academic resources th.at may be used while schools are closed. 

Per Governor Lee's recommendation, Hardeman C.011.nty Schools will not N!Open du.ring the Spring 
semester of 2019-2020. Please continue to monitor our website for periodic updates. 

Details regarding the impact on students not finishing the school }''ea? in the traditional campus 
setting and available resou.roes that may be used to continue the edueation of our students can be 
found here: Academic Update and Optional Remote Learning Resources- 04/ 02/ 2020 

Hardeman C.Ounty Schools will be providing meals on .Mon~ and Wednesdays from 10 AM 
until 12 PM until Mar 20. For further details, please see l\Ieal Pickup Information. 

West TN PBS and WKNO, in partnership with the State Department of Education, will be 
pr0\1ding educational scheduling for grades 1n through st11 grade between 10 AM and 12 PM on 
Mondays through Fridays. West TN PBS can be found on channel u . WKNO can be found on 
channel 10, or 810 on Comcast HD Cable smvice. For further det.lils and a. schedule, check: 
PBS Class Schedule. 

To see updates from the Tennessee Department of Education on C.Oronavirus (OOVID-19): 
hnps:flwww.tn.g<N/eclucallon/heollh-a nd-safetytupdalEH'll1-<:0f'OnOUS.h lm. 

While the Hardeman C.Ounty Schools are closed, the School Health Oinic, located at Bolivar 
Elementary School, will be closed also. The medical pJ'O\iiders will be working from the main clinic at 
the C.Ommunity Health Center. located at 629 Nuckolls Rd in Bolivar. To make an appointment, 
please call nt:6sS::3388, 

Find us on Facebook at Hardeman County Board of Education and on Twitter 

hardemancountyschools @hardemancountyl 

http:www.hcsedu.org


What's the difference between saying "He doesn't eat very much" and saying "He eats like a 
bird"? The two phrases mean the same thing, but the first sentence is literal, and the second is 
figurative. Literal meaning refers to the dictionary definition of a word or phrase. Words or 

phrases with a figurative meaning express ideas in unusual or creative ways. 

Words may also have positive, neutral, or negative connotations, which are the feelings or 
ideas associated with a word. And, some words have technical meanings specific to a certain 
subject area. When you read, be aware of these different types of meaning. It will improve 
your understanding of an author's message. 

Read the magazine article below. Circle an example of figurative language, underline words 
with strong connotations, and put a box around any technical words or phrases. 

Bald eagles are majestic creatures. 
They sail and dive through the air 
like trained acrobats. They also 
have wingspans of up to 90 inches. 
That's more than seven feet long! 

Read the chart to analyze some of the words you may have marked in the article. 

Type of Language Example Effect on Meaning 

Connotative "majestic" 
Majestic encourages readers to think that the 
birds are more than ordinarily beautiful. 

Technical "wingspan" 
Wingspan is a specific term used to explain one 
of the eagle's characteristics. 

Figurative 
"They sail and dive 
through the air like 
trained acrobats." 

The simile They soil and dive through the air like 
trained acrobats compares an eagle's 
movement to an acrobat's. 

Authors choose words and phrases carefully to convey meaning and feeling. Determining 
word meanings can help you understand how an author's specific word choice affects the text. 

LlO Analyzing Word Meanings ___________________________ 95 
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Part 2: Modeled Instruction Lesson 10 

Read the beginning of the scientific account about mollusks. 

Gc111 c: Scientific Account 

The Mollusk Family By Deshawn Miller 

Did you ever imagine lhal a Liny snail and a giant octopus might be part of the same family 
tree? Most people don't realize that snails, mussels, squid, and even octopods belong to the same 
category of creatures known as mollusks. These amazing creatures are invertebrates, which 

means they do not have spines. 

Mollusks share three basic body parts: a foot , a body, and a mantle. The foot is a fleshy part of 
the mollusk's body, made up mostly of muscle tissue. In a snail, the foot is the part of the mollusk 
that meels the ground and gently rolls the body forward. From this slow, measured molion comes 

the phrase "a snail's pace." A mollusk's soft body is like a fragile bag that holds the heart, the guts, 

and various internal organs. The mantle, which is often a shell or a tough , sturdy covering, 

functions like a suit of armor to protect the body. 
(co11Un11ed) 

Explore how to answer this question: "How do the word choices in the scientific account help you 
understand the author's intended meaningr 

Reread the account. Circle an example of figurative language, underline words with strong 
connotations, and put a box around any technical words or phrases. 

In the account, find an example of each type of language named In the first column. Add It to the 
chart. Then, in the last column, explain the effect the word or phrase has on meaning. 

Type of Language Example Effect on Meaning 

Figurative 

Connotative 

Technical 

With a partner, discuss your completed charts. Then identify one more example for each type 
of language. 

LIO: Analyzing Word Meanings 

©Curriculum As,ociatc,. LLC Copyini: is not pcrmillcd. 
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Part 3: Guided Instruction Lesson 1 O 

Close Reading 
Circle two phrases in the 
first paragraph that help 
you understand the 
technical term defense 
mechanisms. 

Hint 
Think about the 
connotations, or 
feelings, that the words 
suggest. How do those 
feelings differ? 

Continue reading the account. Use the Close Reading and the Hint to 
help you answer the question. 

(co111i1111cd from page 96) 

Because many mollusks creep along slowly, they need defense 

mechan isms. Mollusks with shells simply retreat into their body 

armor Lo protect themselves from predators. But the Blue-Ringed 

Octopus. a mollusk found in the South Pacific, defends itself with a 

bite so fierce it is almost always fatal Lo humans. 

Overall, mollusks are peaceful inhabitants of our planet. 

Whether they live on land or in the sea, they are not aggressive. 

Our taste for cooked mussels, clams, and oysters, in fact, makes us 

far more dangerous to mollusks than they are to us. 

Circle the correct answer. 

Which statement best explains why the author has used the words retreat, 
fierce, and fatal in the first paragraph above? 

A to warn readers that mollusks are often aggressive and dangerous 

B to emphasize the contrast between different mollusk defenses 

C to explain the mystery behind a mollusks' defense system 

D to call attention to the unusual shells grown by the mollusk family 

Look at the answer you chose above. Explain how the connotations of the words helped you to 
understand the ideas about mollusk defense mechanisms that the author wants to convey . 

• With a partner, discuss how the use of figurative, connotative, and technical language in the account 
gives you a clearer picture of the characteristics of the mollusk family. 

UO: Analyzing Word Mt!anings 
©Curriculum Associate,. LLC Copyi ng is not permi11cd . 
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Read the scientific account. Use the Study Buddy and Close Reading to guide your reading. 

Gc111c: Scientific Account 

Armadillo Attributes By Karen Olson 

1 The word armadillo comes from a Spanish word meaning "little 

armored one." The armadillo earned its name from the bony 

carapace that shields the armadillo's body like hinged plates of As- I read1 I'm 9oin9 to 
armor. This protective covering has helped this homely mammal 

look for any coMotative, 
survive for about 55 million years. fi9vrative1 or technical 

lan9va9e the avthor vs-es 2 Armadillos are related to sloths and anteaters. They may also 
to des-cribe the attribvtes be descendants of ancient dinosaurs. Some scientists believe 
of armadillos-. modern armadillos are related to an extinct mammal called the 

glyptodont (GLIP-toh-dont). Like armadillos, glyptodonts 

Close Reading originated in South America. 

Underline examples of 3 Today, more than 20 species of armadillos live in Central and 
figurative language in South America. The nine-banded armadillo is the only species in 
the first and fourth · the United States. It is now found in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, 
paragraphs. Missouri, Louisiana, and parts of Florida. 

4 Armadillos have many strange yet fascinating traits. In order 
Circle words with strong to swim, they can swallow air to inflate their stomachs, 
connotations used to becoming as buoyant as a balloon floating on the water. When 
describe the armadillo. threatened , armadillos may react defensively by jumping three to 

four feet into the air. Some are able to curl up into tight balls. 

5 Armadillos have terrible eyesight, so they use their foolproof 

sense of smell to find food. They probe grasses, decaying logs, or 

sandy soil with their pointy snouts. Once they locate beetles, 

ants, or other insects they like to eat, they eagerly dig them out 

with sharp claws and trap them with narrow, sticky tongues. 

6 Armadi llos are the only mammals with protective shells. You 

might assume that these shells and other traits make armadillos 

immune from danger; however, predators such as dogs, wolves, 

and coyotes hunt these peaceful animals. Sadly, speeding cars 

and trucks can also injure or ki ll them. Despite these ever

present threats, armadi llos cominue to survive in a variety of 

habitats and climates. 

LlO: Analyzing Word Meanings 

©(.urriculum Assoda1,·,. U .C Copyin~ is 1101 pcrmi11cJ. 
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B 
Hints 

Find this word in 
paragraph 6. 

Look for context clues in 
paragraph 6 that might 
help you understand the 
meaning of " immune." 

Look back at the 
descriptive words you 
circled. Which words have 
a positive connotation? 
Which words have a 
negative connotation? 

Use the Hints on this page to help you answer the questions. 

What does the word "immune" mean as it is used in the passage? 

A defensive 

B unaffected 

C threatened 

D unaware 

IJ Which of the phrases from the passage best helps the reader 
understand the meaning of "immune"? 

A "may react defensively" 

B "these peaceful animals" 

C "can also injure or kill them" 

D "in a variety of habitats and climates" 

IJ Explain why the author uses words like homely, strange, fascinating, 

terrible, foolproof, and peaceful to describe armadillos. Write a 
paragraph about what these word choices reveal about how the 
author would like readers to feel about armadillos. Use at least three 

specific details from the text in your response. 

99 
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B Part 5: Independent Practice Lesson 1 O 

Read the scientific account. Then answer the questions that follow. 

Animal Regeneration 

by Aleya Brown 

1 Regeneration is the ability of an organism to regrow a lost body part. All creatures have the power to 
regenerate lost body parts to some degree. If a human scrapes a knee or breaks a bone, for example, tissue is 
regenerated to heal the wound. Even a lost fingernail will regenerate over time. If the finger is severed, 
however, the limits of regeneration have been reached; humans cannot regrow limbs or organs. In contrast, if 
an earthworm is cut in half, the end of the worm with a head can grow a new tail. If the end of the worm with 
the tail survives, it too may grow a new tail. Unfortunately, it starves to death eventually because it cannot 
feed itself without a head or mouth. 

2 Which creatures have strong regenerative powers? Lower animals, such as worms, lizards, spiders, 
and starfish, have some of the greatest regenerative powers. Crayfish, for example, have a remarkable safety 
device at the base of each claw and leg called a "breaking joint." When a predator grabs a limb or claw, the 
appendage breaks away so the crayfish can escape. Over time, as the crayfish molts, or sheds its soft shell, the 
broken limb or pincer grows larger and larger until it has been completely regenerated. 

3 Some animals are able to survive in large part because of their regenerative powers. A type of 
flatworm called planaria lives under rocks in clear creeks and streams. The flatworm has no real defense 
mechanisms to protect it from predators, but it can be cut into as many as 32 pieces, and each piece may form 

a new worm, complete with a head, eyes, and internal organs. In the case of the planaria, an event that could 
be fatal is turned into an awesome act of procreation. 

4 Many more animals display noteworthy regenerative powers. Sharks replace lost teeth throughout 
their lifetimes. A single shark may grow as many as 24,000 teeth in its lifetime, ensuring a long career at the 
top of the food chain. Much like planaria, sea cucumbers, which have bodies that grow up to three feet long, 
can be cut into pieces and survive. Each piece may grow into a new sea cucumber. Spiders, like crayfish, can 
regrow legs. Many lizards also have "breakaway" tails that snap off when caught by predators. They then grow 
new ones, which lack the original spine. Starfish can lose arms and grow new ones. Sometimes an entirely new 
starfish can grow from a single lost arm. 

5 Interestingly enough, the scales of a fish tell stories about regeneration. Much like the rings inside a 
tree trunk, fish scales reveal details about an organism's past. Each scale lies in a pocket of skin and grows 
along with the fish. Scientists read the markings on a scale to determine the age of the fish, seasons of famine 
or drought, and other important information. It is often necessary to look at many scales to get a complete 
story, however, because scales are often lost and regenerated. These new scales lack the markings that happen 
over time. They are like a blank page in the history of the fish. 

CD( urntulum Assouatcs, I.LC Copying is not permiued. 
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Scientists are extremely interested in regeneration because of the possible implications for healing 
humans. Some scientists think it is possible that higher animals retain the ability to regenerate body parts, but 
that the reaction triggering the body to regenerate has been lost. By studying lower animals, such as worms, 
spiders, and sponges, scientists hope to discover what triggers regeneration. The dream is that this knowledge 
could one day be used to help humans regrow internal organs and limbs. Currently, human regeneration may 
sound like something out of a science-fiction movie. The implications of such a discovery, however, would be 
so far-reaching that they are hard to fathom. For now, the miracle of regeneration is intriguing enough to keep 
scientists working for years to come. 

Answer Form 

Answer the questions. Mark your answers to 1 ® ® © ® 
questions 1-5 on the Answer Form to the right. 2 ® ® © ® 

3 ® ® © ® 
4 ® 
5 ® 

® 
® 

© 
© 

® 
® 

Number 
Correct 

/ 
5 / 

1 What is the meaning of "procreat ion" as it is used in paragraph 3 of the passage? 

A survival 

B repetition 

C cooperation 

D reproduction 

2 Read t his sentence from the passage. 

Crayfish, for example, have a remarkable saf ety device at the base of each claw and leg 
ca lled a "breaking joint." 

Which of the following best matches t he author's connotative meaning of the word 
"remarkable" as it is used in the sentence? 

A unusual 

B significant 

C extraordinary 

D noticeable 

101 
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B Part S: Independent Practice Lesson 10 

3 As used in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the passage, the word powers is closest in meaning to 

A influence 

B authority 

C forcefu I ness 

D abilities 

4 Which of the phrases from the passage best helps the reader understand the meaning of the 
word "appendage"? 

A "have a remarkable safety device" 

B "grabs a limb or claw" 

C "sheds its soft shell" 

D "grows larger and larger" 

5 Read this sentence from the passage. 

The dream is that this knowledge cou ld one day be used to help humans regrow internal 
organs and limbs. 

Which word best matches the meaning of "dream" as it is used in this sentence? 

A hope 

B fantasy 

C plan 

D illusion 

11,,,r, ag;' Go back and see what you can check off on the Self Check on page 93. 

102 
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Introduction An analogy shows the relationship between two pairs of words. 

partial is to complete as irritate is to soothe 

To understand this analogy, think about the relationship between partial and complete. 
Irritate and soothe are related in the same way. The words in each pair are antonyms. 

Analogies often are written with colons. 

• A colon (:) separates the words in each pair. The colon stands for the phrase is to. 

• A double colon (: :) separates the pairs of words. It stands for the word as. 

partial : complete :_: irritate : soothe 
. . . . . . 

is to as is to 

There are many other types of analogies in addition to antonyms and synonyms. As you study the 
chart below, think about the relationship between the pairs of words. 

Type of Analogy Example 

Cause/ Effect accident : injury :: tornado : damage 

Part/Whole platoon : army :: corridor : building 

Item/Category rocker : furniture : : lizard : reptile 

Tool/User computer : writer : : hammer : carpenter 

Person/Function physician : heals :: receptionist : greets 

E Guided Practice Write a word to complete each analogy on the first line. Then write 
the type of analogy on the second line. 

Hint 

To identify the 
relationship between 
the first pair of words, 
ask yourself questions 
like these: Does the 
first word name a 
person? Does the 
second word tell what 
the person does? 

l18: Analogies 

D comedian : entertains :: instructor : 

fJ article : magazine : : zipper : 

IJ telescope : astronomer : : microphone : 

11 hockey : sport : : helmet : 

lJ earthquake: destruction : : medicine : 

B gather : scatter : : reveal : 

©Curriculum Associa1cs. LLC Copr ing is no1 pcrmi11cd. 
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B Independent Practice 

Answer Form For numbers 1-5, which word correctly completes 
1 ® ® © ® each analogy? 

1 verse : song : : grass : 

A cultivate 

B meadow 

C trees 

D desert 

2 rain : floods : : insomnia : 

A energy 

B hunger 

C fatigue 

D overwork 

scientist : researches : : admiral : 

A commands 

B admires 

C marches 

D follows 

2 ® ® © ® 
3 ® ® © ® 
4 ®®© ® Number /s 5 ® ® © ® Correct 

4 pianist: musician : : sculptor: 

A artwork 

B bronze 

C statue 

D artist 

5 wrench : mechanic : : ladder : 

A climbing 

B firefighter 

C wood 

D steps 

Cop)'mg is not permille<l. ©Curriculum Assouatcs, LI.C 
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----- ----------- -------------------

--- --------- --- ------ --------------

- - ---------------------------------

------------------------ --- --------

- ------ - ---- -----------------------

- ------------ ----------------------

Name: ___ _____ _ _ _ 

Context Clues 2.5 

Directions: read each sentence and detennine the meaning of the word using cross sentence clues or your 
prior knowledge. Then, explain what clues in the sentence helped you determine the word meaning. 

I. signify: She considered that Byron's latest efforts in the classroom might signify his desire to make a 
positive change. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

I 

2. laborious: Dexter wanted to take honors math, but the course load was too laborious alongside his 
football practices. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

3. furtively: After Mom found the devoured cake, the dog crouched furtively behind the couch .. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

4. melodious: The choir delighted the audience with their melodious tune. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

5. smitten: When I saw that she was making a special Valentine's Day card just for Kevin, I knew that 
she was smitten with him. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

6. grotesque: The giant garbage monster moved his grotesque head from side to side as he yelled at the 
children for stepping on his lawn. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 



- -----------------------------

------------------- ------------

--------- ------------------------

--------------------------------

7. prodigy: The music teacher didn't usually take such young children, but when he saw the four year old 
play Beethoven's 5th without missing a note, he had to make an exception for this prodigy. 

Definition: ----------------- ----- -------------
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

8. profound: His reading abilities have improved in a profound way since he stopped playing around in 
class and staited doing his homework every night. 

Definition: -----
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

9. unison: The two girls responded in unison, "We didn't do anything," which only made the principal 
more suspicious. 

Definition: ----
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

I 0. indignant: I became indignant after the hostess seated another group of people that arrived at the 
restaurant after we did. 

Definition: -----------------------------------
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

I I. sagacity: The people in the community respected their mayor for the sagacity he has shown in 
managing the town's government through hard times. 

Definition: --
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

12. tremulous: Janna was able to control her nerves during rehearsals, but on opening night her voice was 
tremulous and difficult to understand. 

Definition: ---
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 



D A figure of speech uses words to achieve an effect that is different 
from the exact meaning of its individual words. Puns and verbal irony are two examples often 
used for humorous effect. 

• A pun is a play on words. Sometimes a pun is humorous because it plays on different 
meanings of a word. Other times a pun plays on the similar sense or sound of different 
words. Some puns allude, or refer, to a commonly used expression. 

Example Interpretation 

When Alex stumbled a bit on a tree 
The pun plays on two different meanings of trip: 

root, his brother asked, "Did you 
"to catch a foot on something and stumble" and "a 

have a nice trip?" 
journey." When someone returns home from a trip, 
people often ask, Did you have a nice trip? 

Mary said, "You may not like peas, The pun plays on the similar sound of the words 
but I think you should try them. It's peas and peace, and alludes to the saying, "Give 

important to give peas a chance." peace a chance." 

You can never starve in a desert The words sand which is sound like sandwiches. The 
because of the sand, which is there. similar sound makes the pun funny. 

• Verbal irony is the use of words to express something that is opposite to the literal 
meaning, or dictionary definition, of the words. 

Interpretation Example 

Breaking a glass isn't a great thing to do, so the humor When he broke the glass, Ben 
comes from the contrast of the action with the words. said, "That was a great thing 
Breaking a glass is actually an unfortunate thing to do. to do!" 

D Guided Practice :·: In each sentence, underline the pun or verbal irony. Write P for pun or 
VI for verbal irony. On a separate piece of paper, write your interpretation of each and share it with 

a partner. 

Hint Gina asked, "May I work at your bakery? I knead dough!" - --

To identify verbal irony, fJ Elias said, "Okay, slice these loaves, but be careful. Knife 
ask yourself: Does accidents are a grave matter." 

---
this sentence say the 
opposite of what Later, Gina spilled a whole bag of flour. "Beginner's luck!" Elias 

the speaker is really called out with a grin. ---
thinking? If it does, you ' As she swept up the flour, Gina muttered, "This job is loads of 
may be reading an fun!" 

---example of verbal irony. 
fa Seeing Gina coated with flour, Elias teased, "Hey, flour girl! 

Where's the wedding?" 
• , '<• .. ~: ~ •• --~ :--.¥ • . 

~ L17: figures'ofSpeech 

(!)Curnculum Associates, LLC Cop)'1ng is 1101 permilled. 
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B Independent Practice 

For numbers 1-3, choose the correct meaning of 
the underlined verbal irony. 

1 When Deval barely returns Akira's 
greeting, she says, "Don't act so happy 
to see me! " 

A Akira wants Deval to stop acting 
happy to see her. 

B Akira would like Deval to act 
happier to see her. 

C Akira thinks Deval is only 
pretending to be happy to see her. 

D Akira is glad that Deval did not act 
happy to see her. 

2 Deval is sick with flu. When Akira asks 
if he is okay, he mumbles, "Never been 
better." 

A Deval is letting Akira know he feels 
awful. 

B Deval is letting Akira know he feels 
fine. 

C Deval is pretending to feel much 
better than he really feels. 

D Deval is telling Akira that he has 
never been well. 

3 "Pity you missed the surprise math 
quiz!" Akira says to Deval. "Don't be too 
disappointed!" 

A Akira feels sorry for Deval for "like an arrow." 
having missed the quiz. D A fruit " like an apple" is round, but 

B Akira wants Deval to be jealous "an arrow" is thin and straight. 
that she took the quiz. 

C Akira considers Deval lucky to have 
missed the quiz. 

D Akira wants to encourage Deval to 
take the quiz later. 

274 

Answer Form 

1 ® ® © ® 
2 ® ® © ® 
3 ® ® ©® 
4 @ ® ©® Number /s 5 ® ® ©® Correct 

For numbers 4 and 5, choose the answer that 
explains the humorous play on words in the 
underlined pun. 

4 Some people take steps to avoid 
elevators. 

A "Steps" are for walking, and 
"elevators" are for riding . 

B "Steps" and "elevators" are both 
ways to go up and down. 

C "Take steps" can mean both "use 
the stairs" and "take action." 

D Taking an "elevator" is usually 
much faster than "taking steps." 

5 Time flies like an arrow, but fruit flies 
like an apple. 

A " Fruit flies" suggests both flies that 
like fruit and fruit that flies. 

B "Fruit flies" when it drops from a 
tree branch. 

C When thrown, "an apple" can fly 

© Curriculum Assue1a1es, LLC Copying is nut perm iued . 



Do you ever read movie reviews? One critic may love a movie and give it a glowing review, 
while other critics give a long list of reasons explaining how awful the movie is. After you've 
read the reviews, you may even wonder if the critics saw the same movie! 

People often draw different, conflicting, conclusions based on the same evidence. Authors 
are no exception to this. Two authors may disagree about the same facts or offer different 
interpretations, or explanations, of what they observe. As a reader, you need to compare 
texts on the same topic carefully to understand how and why authors' interpretations may 
differ. 

Read the two product reviews below. Circle details that show that the product reviews are 
about the same topic. Underline details that show conflicting information. 

Read the chart below. Note the conflicting information about the same topic. 

Ideas in Both Reviews Review A Reviews 

. The Pocket Pal has a sleek, 
attractive design. 

. It is inexpensive . 

. The Pocket Pal is a welcome 
addition to the tablet market. 

. It would make a great gift. 

. The Pocket Pal is not well 
made or durable. 

Articles that present conflicting information are valuable because they let readers get a 
broader understanding of a topic. Analyzing how two authors present the same information 
will help ensure that you get a more balanced picture of the subject you are learning about. 

L20. Analyzing Conflicting Information 
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Part 5: Independent Practice · · Lesson 20 

Read these passages about technology and the human brain. Then answer the questions. 

Your Brain on Technology 
by Annabelle Jordan 

December 3, 2010 

How many things do you do at once when you are in front of a computer? Do you think of yourself 
as a multitasker? As computer and Internet use grows, allowing us access anywhere to multiple sources of 
information and entertainment, so too do concerns about its impact on our lives. Technology isn't just 
changing the way we do things; studies show that it's changing our brains. But for better or for worse? 

2 There is no doubt that Internet-connected devices give us access to more information than ever 
before. If you want to know the news of the day, check what your friends are doing, watch a music video or a 
movie, or look for a great deal on a product, it's all instantly available. While the Internet is a powerful tool, 
allowing us to quickly access all sorts of useful facts, keeping up with all of the available information can also 
be distracting and overwhelming. Academic and professional achievement still requires the ability to focus for 
extended periods on complex tasks. However, some research shows that the distractions of the modern world 

are impairing this ability. 

3 Have you ever been working on something and thought, "I'll just quickly check if I have any 
messages"? How long did it take you to get back to your original task? People who multitask, or do more than 
one thing at a time, often feel they are being more productive by doing so, but studies show that is not the 
case. Researchers have found that heavy multitaskers actually take longer to switch between tasks, are not as 
good as non-multitaskers at ignoring distracting information, and actually feel more stress. Despite this, 
people are multitasking more. Studies indicate that computer users at work change windows or switch to other 
programs such as email almost 37 times every hour. That's more than once every two minutes. 

4 All this multitasking seems to be actually changing our brains. When users juggle information, it 
provides stimulation that triggers the release of dopamine, a chemical that activates the pleasure centers in the 
brain. In other words, their brains reward them for switching between activities. Evidence shows that doing 
this on a regular basis retrains the brain to prefer switching activities. This can cause problems in situations in 
which people need to focus on one thing for more than a few minutes, such as working on longer tasks or in 
social situations. Heavy technology users report getting distracted even when they don't want to be, such as 
when spending time with their families. Without the constant release of dopamine, they feel bored. 

5 Dopamine is also the brain chemical associated with addiction, leading to the worry that excessive 
technology use may cause dysfunctional behavior similar to other addictions. And given the effects on adult 
brains, experts worry that this will be even more pronounced in the still-developing brains of children and 
teenagers. The lives of countless young people are intertwined with technology; many youths send hundreds 
of text messages a day, not to mention the time spent on social networking, video games, or browsing the 
Internet. Students admit that their use of technology takes time away and distracts them from schoolwork. 
How can you not check your phone if a text comes in while you're doing homework? And then you have to 

reply, right? 

L20:ArialyzmgCooflictinglnformation ,~.•:-.. --. - '' ! ~ ,'r, > • ·,a_.,. - • ·" ,, ·•:': ·: · .· 203 
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6 The loss of focus during a task isn't the only way technology impairs learning. One study tracked how 
well 12- to 14-year-old boys remembered vocabulary words after two different activities. They either watched 
TV or played video games for two hours between studying the words and going to sleep. The results showed 
that playing video games both reduced the quality of sleep and significantly reduced their ability to remember 
the vocabulary words the next day. Researchers believe the intense stimulation of a video game after learning 
may have kept the brain from remembering the words. Evidence indicates that the brain needs a time of lower 
activity to process information. If we are always online, our brains are not getting that downtime. 

7 Technology isn't all bad, of course. Research also shows that the brains of people who use the 
Internet find information more efficiently, and video games can improve the brain's ability to process images. 
Technology is here to stay, so it's not a question of should we use it, but of how we manage it. We can only do 
that effectively if we understand how it affects us, especially our brains. As with many things, finding a 
balance may be the key to maximizing the potential of our brains on technology. 

from «The New Literacy" 
by Clive Thompson, Wired Magazine 

August 24, 2009 

l As the school year begins, be ready to hear pundits fretting once again about how kids today can't 
write- and technology is to blame. An age of illiteracy is at hand, right? 

2 Andrea Lunsford isn't so sure. Lunsford is a professor of writing and rhetoric at Stanford University, 
where she has organized a mammoth project called the Stanford Study of Writing to scrutinize college 
students' prose. From 2001 to 2006, she collected 14,672 student writing samples-everything from in-class 
assignments, formal essays, and journal entries to emails, blog posts, and chat sessions. Her conclusions 
are stirring. 

3 "I think we're in the midst of a literacy revolution the likes of which we haven't seen since Greek 
civilization," she says. For Lunsford, technology isn't killing our ability to write. It's reviving it- and pushing 
our literacy in bold new directions. 

4 TI1e first thing she found is that young people today write far more than any generation before them. 
That's because so much socializing takes place online, and it almost always involves text. Of all the writing 
that the Stanford students did, a stunning 38 percent of it took place out of the classroom-life writing, as 
Lunsford calls it. TI1ose [online] updates and lists of 25 things about yourself add up. 

5 It's almost hard to remember how big a paradigm1 shift this is. Before the Internet came along, most 
Americans never wrote anything, ever, that wasn't a school assignment. Unless they got a job that required 
producing text (like in law, advertising, or media), they'd leave school and virtually never construct a 
paragraph again. 

1 paradigm: an example or framework 
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6 But is this explosion of prose good, on a technical level? Yes. Lunsford 's team found that the students 
were remarkably adept at what rhetoricians call kairos-assessing their audience and adapting thei r tone and 
technique to best get their point across. The modern world of online writing, particularly in chat and on 
discussion threads, is conversational and public, which makes it closer to the Greek tradition of argument 
than the asynchronous2 letter and essay writing of 50 years ago. 

7 The fact that students today almost always write for an audience (something virtually no one in my 
generation did) gives them a different sense of what constitutes good writing. In interviews, they defined good 
prose as something that had an effect on the world. For them, writing is about persuading and organizing and 
debating, even if it's over something as quotidian3 as what movie to go see. TI1e Stanford students were almost 
always less enthusiastic about their in-class writing because it had no audience but the professor: It didn't 
serve any purpose other than to get them a grade. As for those texting short-forms and smileys defiling 
serious academic writing? Another myth. When Lunsford examined the work of first-year students, she 
didn't find a single example of texting speak in an academic paper. 

8 Of course, good teaching is always going to be crucial, as is the mastering of formal academic prose. 
But it's also becoming clear that online media are pushing literacy into cool directions. The brevity of texting 
and status updating teaches young people to deploy haiku-like concision. At the same time, the proliferation4 

of new forms of online pop-cultural exegesis5-from sprawling TV-show recaps to 15,000-word videogame 
walkthroughs- has given them a chance to write enormously long and complex pieces of prose, often while 
working collaboratively with others. 

9 We think of writing as either good or bad. What today's young people know is that knowing who 
you're writing for and why you're w riting might be the most crucial factor of all. 

z asynchronous: occurring at a different time 

' quotidian: everyday, ordinary 

4 proliferation: an increase 

5 exegesis: an explanation or interpretation 

Answer Form 

1 ® ® © ® 
1 Which best describes Jordan's interpretation of the uses 

of technology? 
2 ® 

3 ® 

® © 

® © 

® 
® 

Number 
Correct 

/ 
3 / 

A Students shouldn't text while doing their homework. 

B We must learn to manage the harmful effects of technology. 

C We must find a way to stop using technology so much. 

D We should stop using technology that is damaging our brains. 

L20. Analyzing Confltctiiig lnformatton 
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2 Which fact do the two passages agree on, but interpret differently? 

A Technology is responsible for young people today writing more than any generation 
before them. 

B Computer users change windows or switch programs more than once every two minutes. 

C Technology affects young people because they spend so much time engaging with it. 

D Video games can improve the brain's ability to process images. 

3 Reread this sentence from Thompson 's passage. 

Lunsford's team found that the students were remarkably adept at ... adapting their tone 
and technique to best get their point across. 

Which of the following from Jordan's passage conflicts most with this? 

A "All this multitasking seems to be actually changing our brains." 

B "Researchers have found that heavy multitaskers actually take longer to switch between 
tasks, are not as good at ignoring distracting information, and actually feel more stress." 

C "The lives of countless young people are intertwined with technology; many youths send 
hundreds of text messages a day." 

D "Students admit that their use of technology takes time away and distracts them from 
schoolwork." 

4 Explain how the facts the authors choose shape their conflicting interpretations of the effect 
of technology. Use at least one detail from each text in your response. 

Self Check Go back and see what ou can check off on the Self Check on a e 1 BZ 

' L20. AnalyzLng Confhct1ng
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Formula Card: 
Circle - A-n ·r" C=1r·d n=3.14 0 
Rectangle - A= l ·w P=l+l+w+w 

Triangle - A= .!_ b · h P = sum of all of the sides 
2 

Parallelogram - A = b · h P = sum of all of the sides / 7 
I , 

Cone - v - n·r- ·h 
3 8 

2 > n Sphere - v - ,r· r - -h 
3 u 

Cylinder - V = ;r; • r" • h LJ 
Graphing: Remember to graph the x (horizontal) and then they (vertical). (x, y) 

Absolute Value: distance away from zero (always positive) 

Example 1: II 0- 71 = 131 = 3 Example 2: l-3 + -51 = l-81 = 8 Example 3: 1-8 -21 = l-61 = 6 

Measures of Central Tendency 
• Mean: average: sum of all numbers 

total numbers in list 

• Median: middle number in list of numbers going from least to greatest 

• Mode: number that appears most often in a list of numbers 

• Range: difference between largest number and smallest number 

Example: 5, 10, 2, 6, 2, 2 

Mean: 5+10+2+6+2+2 = 27 = _4 5 Mode: 2 
6 6 

Range: 10-2 = 8 



Multiplying Fractions 
1. Reduce fractions, if possible. 

2 . Multiply across. 

3. Check that your answer is in lowest terms. 

5 3 
Example: 1. - • -

IO 8 
I 3 

2. - • -
2 8 
3 

3. 
16 

Order of Operations 
1. Parentheses 

2. Exponents: 4 3 = 4 · 4 · 4 

3. Multiplication or Division (left to right) 

4. Addition or Subtraction (left to right) 

Ratios & Proportions 
2 X 

9 3 
9 • ?= 3 

3 
x~ 3+9=.!. 

3 
2 • ?= X 

2 
I 2 

2 • -= -
3 3 

Inequalities 
:a: greater than or equal to � � 

(at least) -
> greater than •�-------10>------�� .....-----.� 

s less than or equal to � � - � 
(at most) 

< less than •� - -----<111� ...... ----~o,__----� 

9 



Show your work! Show your work! Show your work! 
Name ______ _ 

Summer Review - Week # ~ 

1) Find the circumference and area of each circle: 
a) b) 

__ J_~_tt. _____ 4_cmL----

C :a: _____ or ____ _ C :a: _____ or ____ _ 

A :a: _____ or ____ _ A :a: _____ or ____ _ 

2) Solve for x if y :a: 7 : 
a) y :a: x + 91 b) y :a: 4x - 2 c) y :a: 5x - 46 d) y :a: 6x - 86 

3) Solve for y if x :a: 13: 
a) y :a: -x + 3 b) y :a: -2x - 2 c) y :a: -3x - 75 d) y :a: Bx - 36 

4) Try to reduce before you compute the answers( (This will help when you are trying to reduce.) 

a) _!!. 30 = b) _!Q . 24 = c) 36. i_ = d) 24 . _!! = 

27 40 15 32 72 12 18 24 

5) 

a ~ 
X ~ ~ 2 12 

Solve for x: 

D4 

20 Show your work! Show your work! Show your work! 



Show your work! Show your work! Show your work! 
Name ______ _ 

Summer Review - Week #,f ~J: 
1) Solve for x if y ;;; -30: 

a) y ;;; x + 11 b) y ;;; -2x - 32 c) y ;;; -3x - 1 d) y ;;; Sx - 10 

2) Solve for y if x ;;; -6: 
a) y ;;; x + 3 b) y ;;; -2x - 72 c) y ;;; 3x - 65 d) y ;;; 4x - 26 

3) Find the area and perimeter of the following figures. 
a) A;;; P;;; 

12 in. 

b) A;;; p;;; 

c) A;;; p;;; 

5 
~/_ ~13_cm._ ~/ 

14 cm. 
4) Simplify: 

8 4 9 I 
a) - - - - = b) _± _ _2_= c) .!_ _2_= d) - - - = 

9 6 5 25 6 10 10 2 

Show your work! Show your work! Show your work! 



Show your work! Show your work! Show your work! 

5) Solve for y if x = 3: 
a) y = -5x + 17 b) y = 3x - 22 c) y = 2x - 25 d) y = 6x - 39 

6) Simplify: (Don't forget, absolute value is the distance from zero.) 
a) l-81-171 b) 18-201 c) 1-76-291 d) l- 9 1 +451 

7) Solve for x: 
I X .r 3 

a) - = - b) 2_ = 2 c) - = -

8 32 5 X 40 20 

8) Write an equation that represents the points in the table. 

X y 

-2 4 

0 2 

5 -3 

Y=----------

9) Solve for x if y = -5: 
a) y = -x + 13 b) y = 2x - 23 c) y = -3x - 17 d) y = Bx - 29 

10) Solve for y if x = -8: 
a) y = x + 92 b) y = 3x - 72 c) y = -5x - 35 d) y = 7x - 26 

Show your work! Show your work! Show your work! 



Show your work! Show your work! Show your work! 
Name __________ _ 

Summer Review - Week # 
1) Graph each coordinate pair on the graph and then indicate which quadrant or axis the point lies on. 

Coordinate Quadrant 
pair or Axis 

(-2, -4) 

(-3, -6) 

(-4, 2) 

(-1, 4) 

(3, 0) 

(1, -1) 

(2, -7) 

(-4, -5) 

~ ..... ... 

1 r 

2) Simplify: (Don't forget, absolute value is the distance from zero.) 
a) 1- 29 -1 31 b) 139-621 c) l-59 - 411 d) 1-26+ 7 l1 

3) Solve for x: 
7 X 9 8 X 3 a) - = - b) - =- c) - = -
8 48 2 X 80 4 

4) Graph the following lines on the coordinate plane: 

a) y = X + 5 

b) y = -2x + 6 

c) 
I 

2 }' = -X -. 4 

2 
d) v =- - x + 3 . 3 

~ 

-

~ I 

~ 

Show your work! Show your work I . ..;:>r 1l.1vv ) ie: l. Nu J 

..... ... 
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